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14. TC0/1 – 16-bit Timer/Counter Type 0 and 1

14.1 Features
 16-bit timer/counter

 32-bit timer/counter support by cascading two timer/counters

 Up to four compare or capture (CC) channels
 Four CC channels for timer/counters of type 0
 Two CC channels for timer/counters of type 1

 Double buffered timer period setting 

 Double buffered capture or compare channels

 Waveform generation:
 Frequency generation
 Single-slope pulse width modulation
 Dual-slope pulse width modulation

 Input capture:
 Input capture with noise cancelling
 Frequency capture
 Pulse width capture
 32-bit input capture

 Timer overflow and error interrupts/events

 One compare match or input capture interrupt/event per CC channel

 Can be used with event system for:
 Quadrature decoding
 Count and direction control
 Capture 

 Can be used with DMA and to trigger DMA transactions 

 High-resolution extension
 Increases frequency and waveform resolution by 4x (2-bit) or 8x (3-bit)

 Advanced waveform extension:
 Low- and high-side output with programmable dead-time insertion (DTI)
 Event controlled fault protection for safe disabling of drivers

14.2 Overview

Atmel AVR XMEGA devices have a set of flexible, 16-bit timer/counters (TC). Their capabilities include accurate program 
execution timing, frequency and waveform generation, and input capture with time and frequency measurement of digital 
signals. Two timer/counters can be cascaded to create a 32-bit timer/counter with optional 32-bit capture.

A timer/counter consists of a base counter and a set of compare or capture (CC) channels. The base counter can be 
used to count clock cycles or events. It has direction control and period setting that can be used for timing. The CC 
channels can be used together with the base counter to do compare match control, frequency generation, and pulse 
width waveform modulation, as well as various input capture operations. A timer/counter can be configured for either 
capture or compare functions, but cannot perform both at the same time.

A timer/counter can be clocked and timed from the peripheral clock with optional prescaling or from the event system. 
The event system can also be used for direction control and capture trigger or to synchronize operations. 

There are two differences between timer/counter type 0 and type 1. Timer/counter 0 has four CC channels, and 
timer/counter 1 has two CC channels. All information related to CC channels 3 and 4 is valid only for timer/counter 0. 
Only Timer/Counter 0 has the split mode feature that split it into 2 8-bit Timer/Counters with four compare channels each.

Some timer/counters have extensions to enable more specialized waveform and frequency generation. The advanced 
waveform extension (AWeX) is intended for motor control and other power control applications. It enables low- and high-
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side output with dead-time insertion, as well as fault protection for disabling and shutting down external drivers. It can 
also generate a synchronized bit pattern across the port pins. The high-resolution (hi-res) extension can be used to 
increase the waveform output resolution by four or eight times by using an internal clock source running up to four times 
faster than the peripheral clock.

A block diagram of the 16-bit timer/counter with extensions and closely related peripheral modules (in grey) is shown in 
Figure 14-1 on page 163.

Figure 14-1. 16-bit timer/counter and closely related peripherals.

14.2.1 Definitions

The following definitions are used throughout the documentation:

Table 14-1. Timer/counter definitions.

In general, the term “timer” is used when the timer/counter clock control is handled by an internal source, and the term 
“counter” is used when the clock control is handled externally (e.g. counting external events). When used for compare 
operations, the CC channels are referred to as “compare channels.” When used for capture operations, the CC channels 
are referred to as “capture channels.”
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14.3 Block Diagram

Figure 14-2 on page 164 shows a detailed block diagram of the timer/counter without the extensions.

Figure 14-2. Timer/counter block diagram.
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14.4 Clock and Event Sources

The timer/counter can be clocked from the peripheral clock (clkPER) or the event system, and Figure 14-3 shows the clock 
and event selection.

Figure 14-3. Clock and event selection.

The peripheral clock is fed into a common prescaler (common for all timer/counters in a device). Prescaler outputs from 1 
to 1/1024 are directly available for selection by the timer/counter. In addition, the whole range of prescaling from 1 to 215 
times is available through the event system.

Clock selection (CLKSEL) selects one of the prescaler outputs directly or an event channel as the counter (CNT) input. 
This is referred to as normal operation of the counter. For details, refer to “Normal Operation” on page 166. By using the 
event system, any event source, such as an external clock signal on any I/O pin, may be used as the clock input. 

In addition, the timer/counter can be controlled via the event system. The event selection (EVSEL) and event action 
(EVACT) settings are used to trigger an event action from one or more events. This is referred to as event action 
controlled operation of the counter. For details, refer to “Event Action Controlled Operation” on page 167. When event 
action controlled operation is used, the clock selection must be set to use an event channel as the counter input.

By default, no clock input is selected and the timer/counter is not running.

14.5 Double Buffering

The period register and the CC registers are all double buffered. Each buffer register has a buffer valid (BV) flag, which 
indicates that the buffer register contains a valid, i.e. new, value that can be copied into the corresponding period or CC 
register. When the period register and CC channels are used for a compare operation, the buffer valid flag is set when 
data is written to the buffer register and cleared on an UPDATE condition. This is shown for a compare register in Figure 
14-4 on page 166.
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Figure 14-4. Period and compare double buffering.

When the CC channels are used for a capture operation, a similar double buffering mechanism is used, but in this case 
the buffer valid flag is set on the capture event, as shown in Figure 14-5. For capture, the buffer register and the 
corresponding CCx register act like a FIFO. When the CC register is empty or read, any content in the buffer register is 
passed to the CC register. The buffer valid flag is passed to set the CCx interrupt flag (IF) and generate the optional 
interrupt.

Figure 14-5. Capture double buffering.

Both the CCx and CCxBUF registers are available as an I/O register. This allows initialization and bypassing of the buffer 
register and the double buffering function.
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Depending on the mode of operation, the counter is cleared, reloaded, incremented, or decremented at each 
timer/counter clock input.

14.6.1 Normal Operation

In normal operation, the counter will count in the direction set by the direction (DIR) bit for each clock until it reaches TOP 
or BOTTOM. When up-counting and TOP is reached, the counter will be set to zero when the next clock is given. When 
down-counting, the counter is reloaded with the period register value when BOTTOM is reached. 
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Figure 14-6. Normal operation.

As shown in Figure 14-6, it is possible to change the counter value when the counter is running. The write access has 
higher priority than count, clear, or reload, and will be immediate. The direction of the counter can also be changed 
during normal operation.

Normal operation must be used when using the counter as timer base for the capture channels.

14.6.2 Event Action Controlled Operation

The event selection and event action settings can be used to control the counter from the event system. For the counter, 
the following event actions can be selected:

 Event system controlled up/down counting

 Event n will be used as count enable

 Event n+1 will be used to select between up (1) and down (0). The pin configuration must be set to low level 
sensing

 Event system controlled quadrature decode counting

14.6.3 32-bit Operation

Two timer/counters can be used together to enable 32-bit counter operation. By using two timer/counters, the overflow 
event from one timer/counter (least-significant timer) can be routed via the event system and used as the clock input for 
another timer/counter (most-significant timer).

14.6.4 Changing the Period

The counter period is changed by writing a new TOP value to the period register. If double buffering is not used, any 
period update is immediate, as shown in Figure 14-7 on page 167.

Figure 14-7. Changing the period without buffering.
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A counter wraparound can occur in any mode of operation when up-counting without buffering, as shown in Figure 14-8. 
This due to the fact that CNT and PER are continuously compared, and if a new TOP value that is lower than current 
CNT is written to PER, it will wrap before a compare match happen.

Figure 14-8. Unbuffered dual-slope operation.

When double buffering is used, the buffer can be written at any time and still maintain correct operation. The period 
register is always updated on the UPDATE condition, as shown for dual-slope operation in Figure 14-9. This prevents 
wraparound and the generation of odd waveforms.

Figure 14-9. Changing the period using buffering.

14.7 Capture Channel

The CC channels can be used as capture channels to capture external events and give them a timestamp. To use 
capture, the counter must be set for normal operation.

Events are used to trigger the capture; i.e., any events from the event system, including pin change from any pin, can 
trigger a capture operation. The event source select setting selects which event channel will trigger CC channel A. The 
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Figure 14-10.Event source selection for capture operation.

The event action setting in the timer/counter will determine the type of capture that is done.

The CC channels must be enabled individually before capture can be done. When the capture condition occur, the 
timer/counter will time-stamp the event by copying the current CNT value in the count register into the enabled CC 
channel register.

When an I/O pin is used as an event source for the capture, the pin must be configured for edge sensing. For details on 
sense configuration on I/O pins, refer to “Input Sense Configuration” on page 143. If the period register value is lower 
than 0x8000, the polarity of the I/O pin edge will be stored in the most-significant bit (msb) of the capture register. If the 
msb of the capture register is zero, a falling edge generated the capture. If the msb is one, a rising edge generated the 
capture.

14.7.1 Input Capture

Selecting the input capture event action makes the enabled capture channel perform an input capture on an event. The 
interrupt flags will be set and indicate that there is a valid capture result in the corresponding CC register. At the same 
time, the buffer valid flags indicate valid data in the buffer registers.

The counter will continuously count from BOTTOM to TOP, and then restart at BOTTOM, as shown in Figure 14-11. The 
figure also shows four capture events for one capture channel.

Figure 14-11.Input capture timing.

14.7.2 Frequency Capture

Selecting the frequency capture event action makes the enabled capture channel perform an input capture and restart on 
positive edge events. This enables the timer/counter to measure the period or frequency of a signal directly. The capture 
result will be the time (T) from the previous timer/counter restart until the event occurred. This can be used to calculate 
the frequency (f) of the signal:
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Figure 14-12 on page 170 shows an example where the period of an external signal is measured twice.

Figure 14-12.Frequency capture of an external signal.

Since all capture channels use the same counter (CNT), only one capture channel must be enabled at a time. If two 
capture channels are used with different sources, the counter will be restarted on positive edge events from both input 
sources, and the result will have no meaning.

14.7.3 Pulse Width Capture

Selecting the pulse width measure event action makes the enabled compare channel perform the input capture action on 
falling edge events and the restart action on rising edge events. The counter will then restart on positive edge events, 
and the input capture will be performed on the negative edge event. The event source must be an I/O pin, and the sense 
configuration for the pin must be set to generate an event on both edges. Figure 14-13 on page 170 shows and example 
where the pulse width is measured twice for an external signal.

Figure 14-13.Pulse width capture of an external signal.
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14.7.4 32-bit Input Capture

Two timer/counters can be used together to enable true 32-bit input capture. In a typical 32-bit input capture setup, the 
overflow event of the least-significant timer is connected via the event system and used as the clock input for the most-
significant timer.

The most-significant timer will be updated one peripheral clock period after an overflow occurs for the least-significant 
timer. To compensate for this, the capture event for the most-significant timer must be equally delayed by setting the 
event delay bit for this timer.

14.7.5 Capture Overflow

The timer/counter can detect buffer overflow of the input capture channels. When both the buffer valid flag and the 
capture interrupt flag are set and a new capture event is detected, there is nowhere to store the new timestamp. If a 
buffer overflow is detected, the new value is rejected, the error interrupt flag is set, and the optional interrupt is 
generated.

14.8 Compare Channel

Each compare channel continuously compares the counter value (CNT) with the CCx register. If CNT equals CCx, the 
comparator signals a match. The match will set the CC channel's interrupt flag at the next timer clock cycle, and the 
event and optional interrupt are generated.

The compare buffer register provides double buffer capability equivalent to that for the period buffer. The double 
buffering synchronizes the update of the CCx register with the buffer value to either the TOP or BOTTOM of the counting 
sequence according to the UPDATE condition. The synchronization prevents the occurrence of odd-length, non-
symmetrical pulses for glitch-free output.

14.8.1 Waveform Generation

The compare channels can be used for waveform generation on the corresponding port pins. To make the waveform 
visible on the connected port pin, the following requirements must be fulfilled:

1. A waveform generation mode must be selected.

2. Event actions must be disabled.

3. The CC channels used must be enabled. This will override the corresponding port pin output register.

4. The direction for the associated port pin must be set to output.

Inverted waveform output is achieved by setting the invert output bit for the port pin.

14.8.2 Frequency (FRQ) Waveform Generation

For frequency generation the period time (T) is controlled by the CCA register instead of PER. The waveform generation 
(WG) output is toggled on each compare match between the CNT and CCA registers, as shown in Figure 14-14 on page 
172.
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Figure 14-14.Frequency waveform generation.

The waveform frequency (fFRQ) is defined by the following equation:

where N represents the prescaler divider used. The waveform generated will have a maximum frequency of half of the 
peripheral clock frequency (fclkPER) when CCA is set to zero (0x0000) and no prescaling is used. This also applies when 
using the hi-res extension, since this increases the resolution and not the frequency.

14.8.3 Single-slope PWM Generation

For single-slope PWM generation, the period (T) is controlled by PER, while CCx registers control the duty cycle of the 
WG output. Figure 14-15 shows how the counter counts from BOTTOM to TOP and then restarts from BOTTOM. The 
waveform generator (WG) output is set on the compare match between the CNT and CCx registers and cleared at TOP.

Figure 14-15.Single-slope pulse width modulation.
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where N represents the prescaler divider used. 

14.8.4 Dual-slope PWM

For dual-slope PWM generation, the period (T) is controlled by PER, while CCx registers control the duty cycle of the WG 
output. Figure 14-16 shows how for dual-slope PWM the counter counts repeatedly from BOTTOM to TOP and then from 
TOP to BOTTOM. The waveform generator output is set on BOTTOM, cleared on compare match when up-counting, 
and set on compare match when down-counting.

Figure 14-16.Dual-slope pulse width modulation.

Using dual-slope PWM results in a lower maximum operation frequency compared to the single-slope PWM operation.

The period register (PER) defines the PWM resolution. The minimum resolution is 2 bits (PER=0x0003), and the 
maximum resolution is 16 bits (PER=MAX). 

The following equation calculate the exact resolution for dual-slope PWM (RPWM_DS):

The PWM frequency depends on the period setting (PER) and the peripheral clock frequency (fclkPER), and can be 
calculated by the following equation:

N represents the prescaler divider used.

14.8.5 Port Override for Waveform Generation

To make the waveform generation available on the port pins, the corresponding port pin direction must be set as output. 
The timer/counter will override the port pin values when the CC channel is enabled (CCENx) and a waveform generation 
mode is selected.

Figure 14-17 on page 174 shows the port override for a timer/counter. The timer/counter  CC channel will override the 
port pin output value (OUT) on the corresponding port pin. Enabling inverted I/O on the port pin (INVEN) inverts the 
corresponding WG output. 
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Figure 14-17.Port override for timer/counter 0 and 1.

14.9 Interrupts and events

The timer/counter can generate both interrupts and events. The counter can generate an interrupt on overflow/underflow, 
and each CC channel has a separate interrupt that is used for compare or capture. In addition, an error interrupt can be 
generated if any of the CC channels is used for capture and a buffer overflow condition occurs on a capture channel.

Events will be generated for all conditions that can generate interrupts. For details on event generation and available 
events, refer to “Event System” on page 70.

14.10 DMA Support

The interrupt flags can be used to trigger DMA transactions. Table 14-2 on page 174 lists the transfer triggers available 
from the timer/counter and the DMA action that will clear the transfer trigger. For more details on using DMA, refer to 
“DMAC - Direct Memory Access Controller” on page 53.

Table 14-2. DMA request sources.

14.11 Timer/Counter Commands

A set of commands can be given to the timer/counter by software to immediately change the state of the module. These 
commands give direct control of the UPDATE, RESTART, and RESET signals. 

An update command has the same effect as when an update condition occurs. The update command is ignored if the 
lock update bit is set.

The software can force a restart of the current waveform period by issuing a restart command. In this case the counter, 
direction, and all compare outputs are set to zero.

A reset command will set all timer/counter registers to their initial values. A reset can be given only when the 
timer/counter is not running (OFF).
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14.12 Register Description

14.12.1 CTRLA – Control register A

 Bit 7:4 – Reserved
These bits are unused and reserved for future use. For compatibility with future devices, always write these bits to 
zero when this register is written.

 Bit 3:0 – CLKSEL[3:0]: Clock Select
These bits select the clock source for the timer/counter according to Table 14-3.

CLKSEL=0001 must be set to ensure a correct output from the waveform generator when the hi-res extension is 
enabled.

Table 14-3. Clock select options.

14.12.2 CTRLB – Control register B

 Bit 7:4 – CCxEN: Compare or Capture Enable
Setting these bits in the FRQ or PWM waveform generation mode of operation will override the port output register 
for the corresponding OCn output pin.

When input capture operation is selected, the CCxEN bits enable the capture operation for the corresponding CC 
channel.

 Bit 3 – Reserved
This bit is unused and reserved for future use. For compatibility with future devices, always write this bit to zero 
when this register is written.

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x00 – – – – CLKSEL[3:0]

Read/Write R R R R R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CLKSEL[3:0] Group configuration Description

0000 OFF None (i.e, timer/counter in OFF state)

0001 DIV1 Prescaler: Clk

0010 DIV2 Prescaler: Clk/2

0011 DIV4 Prescaler: Clk/4

0100 DIV8 Prescaler: Clk/8

0101 DIV64 Prescaler: Clk/64

0110 DIV256 Prescaler: Clk/256

0111 DIV1024 Prescaler: Clk/1024

1nnn EVCHn Event channel n, n= [0,...,7]

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x01 CCDEN CCCEN CCBEN CCAEN – WGMODE[2:0]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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 Bit 2:0 – WGMODE[2:0]: Waveform Generation Mode
These bits select the waveform generation mode, and control the counting sequence of the counter, TOP value, 
UPDATE condition, interrupt/event condition, and type of waveform that is generated according to Table 14-4 on 
page 176.

No waveform generation is performed in the normal mode of operation. For all other modes, the result from the 
waveform generator will only be directed to the port pins if the corresponding CCxEN bit has been set to enable 
this. The port pin direction must be set as output

Table 14-4. Timer waveform generation mode.

14.12.3 CTRLC – Control register C

 Bit 7:4 – Reserved
These bits are unused and reserved for future use. For compatibility with future devices, always write these bits to 
zero when this register is written.

 Bit 3:0 – CMPx: Compare Output Value x
These bits allow direct access to the waveform generator's output compare value when the timer/counter is set in 
the OFF state. This is used to set or clear the WG output value when the timer/counter is not running.

14.12.4 CTRLD – Control register D

 Bit 7:5 – EVACT[2:0]: Event Action
These bits define the event action the timer will perform on an event according to Table 14-5 on page 177. 

The EVSEL setting will decide which event source or sources have control in this case.

WGMODE[2:0] Group configuration Mode of operation Top Update OVFIF/Event

000 NORMAL Normal PER TOP TOP

001 FRQ Frequency CCA TOP TOP

010 Reserved – – –

011 SINGLESLOPE Single-slope PWM PER BOTTOM BOTTOM

100 Reserved – – –

101 DSTOP Dual-slope PWM PER BOTTOM TOP

110 DSBOTH Dual-slope PWM PER BOTTOM TOP and BOTTOM

111 DSBOTTOM Dual-slope PWM PER BOTTOM BOTTOM

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x02 – – – – CMPD CMPC CMPB CMPA

Read/Write R R R R R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x03 EVACT[2:0] EVDLY EVSEL[3:0]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 14-5. Timer event action selection.

Selecting any of the capture event actions changes the behavior of the CCx registers and related status and control bits 
to be used for capture. The error status flag (ERRIF) will indicate a buffer overflow in this configuration. See “Event 
Action Controlled Operation” on page 167 for further details.

 Bit 4 – EVDLY: Timer Delay Event
When this bit is set, the selected event source is delayed by one peripheral clock cycle. This is intended for 32-bit 
input capture operation. Adding the event delay is necessary to compensate for the carry propagation delay when 
cascading two counters via the event system.

 Bit 3:0 – EVSEL[3:0]:Timer Event Source Select
These bits select the event channel source for the timer/counter. For the selected event channel to have any 
effect, the event action bits (EVACT) must be set according to Table 14-6 on page 177. When the event action is 
set to a capture operation, the selected event channel n will be the event channel source for CC channel A, and 
event channel (n+1)%8, (n+2)%8, and (n+3)%8 will be the event channel source for CC channel B, C, and D.

Table 14-6. Timer event source selection. 

EVACT[2:0] Group configuration Event action

000 OFF None

001 CAPT Input capture

010 UPDOWN Externally controlled up/ down count

011 QDEC Quadrature decode

100 RESTART Restart waveform period

101 FRQ Frequency capture

110 PW Pulse width capture

111 Reserved

EVSEL[3:0] Group configuration Event source

0000 OFF None

0001 Reserved

0010 Reserved

0011 Reserved

0100 Reserved

0101 Reserved

0110 Reserved

0111 Reserved

1nnn CHn Event channel n, n={0,...,7}
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14.12.5 CTRLE – Control register E

 Bit 7:2 – Reserved
These bits are unused and reserved for future use. For compatibility with future devices, always write these bits to 
zero when this register is written.

 Bit 1:0 – BYTEM[1:0]: Byte Mode
These bits select the timer/counter operation mode according to Table 14-7 on page 178.

Table 14-7. Clock select. 

14.12.6 INTCTRLA – Interrupt Enable register A

 Bit 7:4 – Reserved
These bits are unused and reserved for future use. For compatibility with future devices, always write these bits to 
zero when this register is written.

 Bit 3:2 – ERRINTLVL[1:0]:Timer Error Interrupt Level
These bits enable the timer error interrupt and select the interrupt level as described in “Interrupts and Program-
mable Multilevel Interrupt Controller” on page 131. 

 Bit 1:0 – OVFINTLVL[1:0]:Timer Overflow/Underflow Interrupt Level
These bits enable the timer overflow/underflow interrupt and select the interrupt level as described in “Interrupts 
and Programmable Multilevel Interrupt Controller” on page 131. 

14.12.7 INTCTRLB – Interrupt Enable register B

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x04 – – – – – – BYTEM[1:0]

Read/Write R R R R R R R R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

BYTEM[1:0] Group configuration Description

00 NORMAL Timer/counter is set to normal mode (timer/counter type 0)

01 BYTEMODE Upper byte of the counter (CNTH) will be set to zero after each counter clock cycle

10 SPLITMODE Timer/counter 0 is split into two 8-bit timer/counters (timer/counter type 2)

11 Reserved

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x06 – – – – ERRINTLVL[1:0] OVFINTLVL[1:0]

Read/Write R R R R R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x07 CCDINTLVL[1:0] CCCINTLVL[1:0] CCBINTLVL[1:0] CCAINTLVL[1:0]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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 Bit 7:0 – CCxINTLVL[7:0] - Compare or Capture x Interrupt Level:
These bits enable the timer compare or capture interrupt for channel x and select the interrupt level as described in 
“Interrupts and Programmable Multilevel Interrupt Controller” on page 131.

14.12.8 CTRLFCLR/CTRLFSET – Control register F Clear/Set

This register is mapped into two I/O memory locations, one for clearing (CTRLxCLR) and one for setting the register bits 
(CTRLxSET) when written. Both memory locations will give the same result when read.

The individual status bit can be set by writing a one to its bit location in CTRLxSET, and cleared by writing a one to its bit 
location in CTRLxCLR. This allows each bit to be set or cleared without use of a read-modify-write operation on a single 
register.

 Bit 7:3 – Reserved
These bits are unused and reserved for future use. For compatibility with future devices, always write these bits to 
zero when this register is written.

 Bit 4 – QDECINDX: QDEC Index Flag
This bit indicates that a QDEC index is observed. The flag is cleared when counting up or down from zero. Nor-
mally this bit is controlled in hardware by the event actions, but this bit can also be changed from software.

 Bit 3:2 – CMD[1:0]: Command
These bits can be used for software control of update, restart, and reset of the timer/counter. The command bits 
are always read as zero.

Table 14-8. Command selections.

 Bit 1 – LUPD: Lock Update
When this bit is set, no update of the buffered registers is performed, even though an UPDATE condition has 
occurred. Locking the update ensures that all buffers, including DTI buffers, are valid before an update is 
performed.

This bit has no effect when input capture operation is enabled.

 Bit 0 – DIR: Counter Direction
When zero, this bit indicates that the counter is counting up (incrementing). A one indicates that the counter is in 
the down-counting (decrementing) state.

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x08 – – – QDECINDX CMD[1:0] LUPD DIR

Read/Write R R R R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x09 – – – QDECINDX CMD[1:0] LUPD DIR

Read/Write R R R R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CMD Group configuration Command action

00 NONE None

01 UPDATE Force update

10 RESTART Force restart

11 RESET Force hard reset (ignored if T/C is not in OFF state)
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Normally this bit is controlled in hardware by the waveform generation mode or by event actions, but this bit can 
also be changed from software.

14.12.9 CTRLGCLR/CTRLGSET – Control register G Clear/Set

Refer to “CTRLFCLR/CTRLFSET – Control register F Clear/Set” on page 179 for information on how to access this type 
of status register.

 Bit 7:5 – Reserved
These bits are unused and reserved for future use. For compatibility with future devices, always write these bits to 
zero when this register is written.

 Bit 4:1 – CCxBV: Compare or Capture x Buffer Valid
These bits are set when a new value is written to the corresponding CCxBUF register. These bits are automatically 
cleared on an UPDATE condition.

Note that when input capture operation is used, this bit is set on a capture event and cleared if the corresponding 
CCxIF is cleared.

 Bit 0 – PERBV: Period Buffer Valid
This bit is set when a new value is written to the PERBUF register. This bit is automatically cleared on an UPDATE 
condition.

14.12.10 INTFLAGS – Interrupt Flag register

 Bit 7:4 – CCxIF: Compare or Capture Channel x Interrupt Flag
The compare or capture interrupt flag (CCxIF) is set on a compare match or on an input capture event on the cor-
responding CC channel.

For all modes of operation except for capture, the CCxIF will be set when a compare match occurs between the 
count register (CNT) and the corresponding compare register (CCx). The CCxIF is automatically cleared when the 
corresponding interrupt vector is executed.

For input capture operation, the CCxIF will be set if the corresponding compare buffer contains valid data (i.e., 
when CCxBV is set). The flag will be cleared when the CCx register is read. Executing the interrupt vector in this 
mode of operation will not clear the flag.

The flag can also be cleared by writing a one to its bit location.

The CCxIF can be used for requesting a DMA transfer. A DMA read or write access of the corresponding CCx or 
CCxBUF will then clear the CCxIF and release the request.

 Bit 3:2 – Reserved
These bits are unused and reserved for future use. For compatibility with future devices, always write these bits to 
zero when this register is written.

 Bit 1 – ERRIF: Error Interrupt Flag

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x0A/ +0x0B – – – CCDBV CCCBV CCBBV CCABV PERBV

Read/Write R R R R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x0C CCDIF CCCIF CCBIF CCAIF – – ERRIF OVFIF

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R R R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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This flag is set on multiple occasions, depending on the mode of operation.

In the FRQ or PWM waveform generation mode of operation, ERRIF is set on a fault detect condition from the fault 
protection feature in the AWeX extention. For timer/counters which do not have the AWeX extention available, this 
flag is never set in FRQ or PWM waveform generation mode.

For capture operation, ERRIF is set if a buffer overflow occurs on any of the CC channels.

For event controlled QDEC operation, ERRIF is set when an incorrect index signal is given.

This flag is automatically cleared when the corresponding interrupt vector is executed. The flag can also be 
cleared by writing a one to this location.

 Bit 0 – OVFIF: Overflow/Underflow Interrupt Flag
This flag is set either on a TOP (overflow) or BOTTOM (underflow) condition, depending on the WGMODE setting. 
OVFIF is automatically cleared when the corresponding interrupt vector is executed. The flag can also be cleared 
by writing a one to its bit location.

OVFIF can also be used for requesting a DMA transfer. A DMA write access of CNT, PER, or PERBUF will then 
clear the OVFIF bit.

14.12.11 TEMP – Temporary bits for 16-bit Access

The TEMP register is used for single-cycle, 16-bit access to the 16-bit timer/counter registers by the CPU. The DMA 
controller has a separate temporary storage register. There is one common TEMP register for all the 16-bit Timer/counter 
registers.

For more details, refer to “The combined EIND + Z register.” on page 12.

14.12.12 CNTL – Counter register Low

The CNTH and CNTL register pair represents the 16-bit value, CNT. CNT contains the 16-bit counter value in the 
timer/counter. CPU and DMA write access has priority over count, clear, or reload of the counter.

For more details on reading and writing 16-bit registers, refer to “The combined EIND + Z register.” on page 12.

 Bit 7:0 – CNT[7:0]: Counter low byte
These bits hold the LSB of the 16-bit counter register.

14.12.13 CNTH – Counter register High

 Bit 7:0 – CNT[15:8]: Counter high byte
These bits hold the MSB of the 16-bit counter register.

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x0F TEMP[7:0]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x20 CNT[7:0]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x21 CNT[15:8]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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14.12.14 PERL – Period register Low 

The PERH and PERL register pair represents the 16-bit value, PER. PER contains the 16-bit TOP value in the 
timer/counter.

 Bit 7:0 – PER[7:0]: Periodic low byte
These bits hold the LSB of the 16-bit period register.

14.12.15 PERH – Period register H

 Bit 7:0 – PER[15:8]: Periodic high byte
These bits hold the MSB of the 16-bit period register.

14.12.16 CCxL – Compare or Capture x register Low

The CCxH and CCxL register pair represents the 16-bit value, CCx. These 16-bit register pairs have two functions, 
depending of the mode of operation. 

For capture operation, these registers constitute the second buffer level and access point for the CPU and DMA. 

For compare operation, these registers are continuously compared to the counter value. Normally, the outputs form the 
comparators are then used for generating waveforms.

CCx registers are updated with the buffer value from their corresponding CCxBUF register when an UPDATE condition 
occurs.

 Bit 7:0 – CCx[7:0]: Compare or Capture x low byte
These bits hold the LSB of the 16-bit compare or capture register.

14.12.17 CCxH – Compare or Capture x register High

 Bit 7:0 – CCx[15:8]: Compare or Capture x high byte
These bits hold the MSB of the 16-bit compare or capture register.

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x26 PER[7:0]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x27 PER[15:8]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CCx[7:0]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CCx[15:8]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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14.12.18 PERBUFL – Timer/Counter Period Buffer Low

The PERBUFH and PERBUFL register pair represents the 16-bit value, PERBUF. This 16-bit register serves as the 
buffer for the period register (PER). Accessing this register using the CPU or DMA will affect the PERBUFV flag.

 Bit 7:0 – PERBUF[7:0]: Period Buffer low byte
These bits hold the LSB of the 16-bit period buffer register.

14.12.19 PERBUFH – Timer/Counter Period Buffer High

 Bit 7:0 – PERBUF[15:8]: Period Buffer high byte
These bits hold the MSB of the 16-bit period buffer register.

14.12.20 CCxBUFL – Compare or Capture x Buffer register Low

The CCxBUFH and CCxBUFL register pair represents the 16-bit value, CCxBUF. These 16-bit registers serve as the 
buffer for the associated compare or capture registers (CCx). Accessing any of these registers using the CPU or DMA 
will affect the corresponding CCxBV status bit.

 Bit 7:0 – CCxBUF[7:0]: Compare or Capture low byte
These bits hold the LSB of the 16-bit compare or capture buffer register.

14.12.21 CCxBUFH – Compare or Capture x Buffer register High

 Bit 7:0 – CCxBUF[15:8]: Compare or Capture high byte
These bits hold the MSB of the 16-bit compare or capture buffer register.

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x36 PERBUF[7:0]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

+0x37 PERBUF[15:8]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CCxBUFx[7:0]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

CCxBUF[15:8]

Read/Write R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W

Initial Value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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14.13 Register summary

Address Name Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 Page

+0x00 CTRLA – – – – CLKSEL[3:0] 175

+0x01 CTRLB CCDEN CCCEN CCBEN CCAEN – WGMODE[2:0] 175

+0x02 CTRLC – – – – CMPD CMPC CMPB CMPA 176

+0x03 CTRLD EVACT[2:0] EVDLY EVSEL[3:0] 176

+0x04 CTRLE – – – – – – BYTEM 178

+0x05 Reserved – – – – – – – –

+0x06 INTCTRLA – – – – ERRINTLVL[1:0] OVINTLVL[1:0] 178

+0x07 INTCTRLB CCCINTLVL[1:0] CCCINTLVL[1:0] CCBINTLVL[1:0] CCAINTLVL[1:0] 178

+0x08 CTRLFCLR – – – QDECINDX CMD[1:0] LUPD DIR 179

+0x09 CTRLFSET – – – QDECINDX CMD[1:0] LUPD DIR 180

+0x0A CTRLGCLR – – – CCDBV CCCBV CCBBV CCABV PERBV 180

+0x0B CTRLGSET – – – CCDBV CCCBV CCBBV CCABV PERBV 180

+0x0C INTFLAGS CCDIF CCCIF CCBIF CCAIF – – ERRIF OVFIF 180

+0x0D Reserved – – – – – – – –

+0x0E Reserved – – – – – – – –

+0x0F TEMP TEMP[7:0] 181

+0x10 to 
+0x1F

Reserved – – – – – – – –

+0x20 CNTL CNT[7:0] 181

+0x21 CNTH CNT[15:8] 181

+0x22 to 
+0x25 

Reserved – – – – – – – –

+0x26 PERL PER[7:0] 182

+0x27 PERH PER[8:15] 182

+0x28 CCAL CCA[7:0] 182

+0x29 CCAH CCA[15:8] 182

+0x2A CCBL CCB[7:0] 182

+0x2B CCBH CCB[15:8] 182

+0x2C CCCL CCC[7:0] 182

+0x02D CCCH CCC[15:8] 182

+0x2E CCDL CCD[7:0] 182

+0x2F CCDH CCD[15:8] 182

+0x30 to 
+0x35

Reserved – – – – – – – –

+0x36 PERBUFL PERBUF[7:0] 183
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14.14 Interrupt vector summary

Table 14-9. Timer/counter interrupt vectors and their word offset address.

Note: 1. Available only on timer/counters with four compare or capture channels.

+0x37 PERBUFH PERBUF[15:8] 183

+0x38 CCABUFL CCABUF[7:0] 183

+0x39 CCABUFH CCABUF[15:8] 183

+0x3A CCBBUFL CCBBUF[7:0] 183

+0x3B CCBBUFH CCBBUF[15:8] 183

+0x3C CCCBUFL CCCBUF[7:0] 183

+0x3D CCCBUFH CCCBUF[15:8] 183

+0x3E CCDBUFL CCDBUF[7:0] 183

+0x3F CCDBUFH CCDBUF[15:8] 183

Offset Source Interrupt description

0x00 OVF_vect Timer/counter overflow/underflow interrupt vector offset

0x02 ERR_vect Timer/counter error interrupt vector offset

0x04 CCA_vect Timer/counter compare or capture channel A interrupt vector offset

0x06 CCB_vect Timer/counter compare or capture channel B interrupt vector offset

0x08 CCC_vect(1) Timer/counter compare or capture channel C interrupt vector offset

0x0A CCD_vect(1) Timer/counter compare or capture channel D interrupt vector offset

Address Name Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 Page


